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The thought of Alumni Magazine came to us

some time before the Annual EE Dept. Alumni

Event Sampark 2021. This was going to be the

first ever edition of the magazine so we were

very hyped up for its successful publishing. We

wanted to make it interesting as well as

memorable for both students and alumni. Till

date eight batches have passed out and our aim

is to expand the Alumni Base year by year. And

by far our alumni have achieved many feats for

us to boast.

Many of the achievements of our alumni serve

as benchmark for students. Every student

would like to know about how they achieved it.

They all will be having so many doubts

regarding what to do after college?, the career

guidance was provided by our eminent alumni

guest speakers which addressed the students’

dilemma regarding life after graduation.

Insights were provided for cracking exams like

CAT, GATE, GRE, getting Admissions Abroad

from the alumni who have achieved remarking

feats (contact details of guest speakers have

been provided later).

Also, for Alumni to stay informed about

current activities in the institute, we have come

with the Institute Insights article.

The magazine contains glimpses from some of

our cultural, technical and sports events as well

as our very first departmental Alumni Meet

2021: Sampark. We were really happy to host

our beloved alumni this year through the

online meet. With participation from each class

since the inception of the department on a

shorter notice, the event was a huge success.

We have put a lot effort to make this magazine

as enjoyable & informative as possible, as this is

the very first edition there is always scope for

improvement. We are delighted to put forth this

edition of the magazine in front of RCCIIT EE

Community. We hope you will enjoy reading the

articles.

Atria Ghosh

Ankita Banerjee

Editors, 

EE Alumni Magazine

Class of 2021
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At the onset I would like to express my sincere thanks to the Dept. of Electrical Engg.,

RCCIIT for so nicely organizing the Alumni Meet Sampark-2021 on 30.05.2021. We

were overwhelmed by the participation of a good number of Alumni including some

from the first graduating batch of EE. The memories, experiences and thoughts shared

by the EE Alumnus Tanmoy, Kanak, Priyam and Nilanjan were not only a delight and

encouragement for the junior students but also for us.

It gives us immense pleasure and pride when we find so many RCCIIT Alumni are

working in senior positions in Public or Private sector within and outside India. We are

also motivated to see that some of the Alumni are involved in high-end research or are

managing their own companies. We hope to see others from recent pass out batches also

doing well professionally and sooner or later establishing themselves in responsible

positions of industry or setting up their own enterprises.

Now, besides participation in Alumni meet (in virtual or physical mode) that helps in

meeting old friends/teacher/staff of the Dept., share nostalgic memories and eventually

strengthen the bonding and network of the Alumni, there should be a greater objective of

the Alumni (Association) as far as the mother institute is concerned. Out of all the

stakeholders of the institute, we believe that Alumni can contribute most effectively

towards the overall development, excellence and promotion of the institute.
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The avenues where the Alumni can contribute may be listed as: (i) Give effective

suggestion to improve the regular teaching-learning process, offer additional courses in

specialized area (where expert support can be rendered by the Alumni), (ii) Help arrange

internship in industry for 3rd Yr. students, (iii) Facilitate campus interviews (in core or

ICT domain) for graduating students or lateral hiring for pass-out students, (iv) Give talks

and training on core engineering subjects and emerging technology, (v) Guide student

projects as mentors, (v) Motivate students by giving pep talk on current industry

needs/trends or on how to prepare for jobs/higher studies or how to crack

GATE/CAT/GRE/IES etc. or how to go for a start-up venture, (vi) Facilitate effective

collaboration of EE Dept. with industry/academia .

Also it is important to build an Alumni fund out of Alumni contribution/donation. The

fund should be jointly operated by the authorized representative of Dept. and Alumni and

can be utilized for the welfare of the students and/or development of the Dept. (e.g.

developing a specialized lab or procuring equipment/software etc.). In NAAC and NBA

the institute is asked to show how Alumni is supporting (funding) the institute, how it is

utilized, how the books of account is maintained, audited etc. Therefore funding support

from Alumni and its constructive utilization for the benefit of the Dept./Institute is

important nowadays and it should not be confined only in sporadic support extended by

the Alumni in Regalia like events organized by the students.

We are trying our best to improve the standards and practices of our programs looking at

the ultimate benefit of the students – teachers are devoting extra hours beyond regular

classes (without additional remuneration) to improve coding skill of the students; B.Tech

EE is already NBA accredited – NBA norms are being maintained to retain the status; the

institute is applying for NAAC accreditation after complying all the norms and

requirements of NAAC. We have signed MoU with NORD Drives, Landis-Gyr, Lynx

(Lawrence & Mayo) (and some more are in queue) to harbour collaborative

training/project with industry.

So, it is my appeal to the Alumni that as like all good institutes, RCCIIT Alumni (EE)

must come up voluntarily and support the Dept. in whatever capacity they can.

Looking forward to an everlasting bonding with the Alumni,

With best wishes,
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Prof. Dr. Anirban Mukherjee,

Principal (O), RCCIIT
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I am truly honored for being the Convener of the Alumni Committee of the Electrical

Engineering Department, RCC Institute of Information Technology. This year our

department organized its very first Departmental Alumni Meet “SAMPARK-2021” on

30th May.

Department of Electrical Engineering started its journey in the year 2009 and

our first batch passed out in 2013. From then onwards, it has been a long journey that

we have completed together and expect many more to come. Within these 8 years, I

am really fortunate to have been involved with such large numbers of students having

skills in different dimensions. Excellent academicians, outstanding players in outdoor

games, very good players of indoor games, superb musicians and last but not the least

magnificent human beings. Many of them are not connected now because of some

reason. So, the main objective of this event “Sampark” is to unite all of them, remain

connected and cherish our old but golden memories.

Thank you for your valuable involvement with this College of Engineering.

This year we have not been able to circulate this event invitation to all our

departmental alumni, but in the future, we will try our level best to reach all of you.

While interacting with many of you, I have felt your affection for your alma mater.

Several of you have expressed your desire to help the next generation of engineering

students and to encourage and mentor students currently in our program. The best

colleges have close connections with their alumni, and we are endeavoring to make

RCC Institute of Information Technology one of the best. As our alumni, you are a

great resource for the College. If you have not visited campus lately, I invite you to

come to the college once the current situation improves and let us show you some of

our newest developments. I feel you will be pleased.C
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You all are a powerful resource to the college and its students both today and in future.

If a tree has strong roots, then it has no reason to fear the turbulent wind. Similarly, if

we have a strong interconnection within our alumni community then we can also

assure to offer better skill development opportunities for our current students.

I believe that the alumni members can,

Mentor Current Students by giving guidance in different domains like technological

updates, higher studies, entrepreneurship guidance, competitive examination

preparation tips and much more.

Share Ideas with the departmental staff for enriching our department in terms of both

education and culture. Also, they can suggest and help in organizing different

programs which can be helpful towards enhancing the skills of the departmental

persons. By doing so alumni can recognize and honor other students who have

succeeded in their career.

Strengthen our Program by active participation as volunteer to the various

departmental committees. Arrange special lectures and lab sessions for the students,

which will be beneficial for the department as well as college. Besides that, alumni can

guide and help by providing industrial internships to the students or doing some

industrial collaborative project with staff members. They can also suggest different

Trainings and Workshops for the students which will enhance their skills and make

them industry ready.

Sampark 2021 is our first attempt to recreate the process of our bonding. In this

occasion we are publishing an e-magazine named “Sampark”, consisting of the

memories of our golden days. I hope the Departmental Alumni Committee will

continue the execution of this kind of program in near future and also expect healthy

participation from the alumni.
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Mr. Sarbojit Mukherjee,
Convener,

EE Department Alumni Committee,
RCCIIT
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It gives me immense pleasure to lead the Department of Electrical

Engineering, RCC Institute of information Technology (RCCIIT). The

department of Electrical Engineering has started its journey from 2009 and

offering B.Tech degree under the affiliation of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad

University of Technology (MAKAUT). Since its inception, the department is

maintaining excellent infrastructure and lab facilities, imparting innovative

and quality education and has evolved globally to a remarkable position. The

major strength of the department is a team of well qualified and dedicated

faculties who are continuously supporting the students for their academic

excellence.

Our students have their own brand group and achieve university top positions,

secure good rank in different national and international level competitions like

GATE, GRE, TOEFL, CAT etc. They are working in top level core and IT

companies and occupies prestigious positions in reputed organizations in

India and also abroad. Every year a large number of brilliant students take

admission for higher studies and join research work in top level educational

institutions. The students of our department are successful and competent in

almost all engineering fields & professional areas by their own talent and

charisma.
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The department is committed to work towards overall growth and success of

the students and constantly inculcating to maintain the qualities and features

which are required and acceptable by the industry, society and the academia. I

feel with confidence that with the joint contributions of the faculties, staff,

students and the alumni members, the department of Electrical Engineering,

RCCIIT has emerged as an excellent learning centre.

I would like to take this opportunity to mention that our 1st Alumni Meet

Program, “SAMPARK-2021” is an honest attempt to strengthen the bonding

between alumni and the department. I strongly believe that alumni can play an

important role in building the credibility and growth of the department.

“SAMPARK-2021” is an excellent platform for bringing all the alumni closer

and builds up interaction with the present and past community which will

help to elevate the quality of our academic programmes, industry

collaborations, training & internship and various other facts of our operations.

I hope that the department will continue this nice effort and maintain an

endless relationship with our alumni to build a vibrant and potential alumni

network in a common platform.

.
Dr. Debasish Mondal
HoD, Electrical Engg.,                   

RCCIIT
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A very warm welcome to each and everyone reading this message. A very proud

moment for us announcing the event of our Electrical Engineering department’s

SAMPARK – under the initiative of RCCIIT’s C2A (Connect to Alumni)

program.

It’s been so many years, I still remember my first communication with you

people, be it in the regular classes or during the placement or in different cultural

and sports activities. Your faces are still so freshly imaginable, dear graduates. I

can remember many of you, struggling hard to achieve your career goals, aspiring

higher, and what not, although it’s been so long it seems as if it was just yesterday!

I appreciate the idea of Alumni Meet, that too in this critical time. This type of get-

together (real or virtual) always creates a closeness between the faculty and staff

members and the ones who have graduated & are already well-established in the

professional world. I believe SAMPARK is a perfect platform to meet and revive

the bonding between your peers and teachers.

The benchmark set by the alumni like you is itself proof that our Electrical

Engineering department’s graph has been steadily going up. But, we are not limited

to this; our commitment is something deeper and more pervasive, which requires a

lot of introspection. Our concern is whether we as faculty were able to create in

you the qualities of respect, empathy, love, tolerance, honesty, and above all,

humanity.

SAMPARK is for us to meet together, reflect & express our concern, and for you

to provide your honest opinion about when and where did we faulted & where all

did we accomplished our pre-set goals.

I would say that I am really delighted to meet you all here who spared some

time for us, loved to hear from you, enjoyed my time with you, and really thankful

for whatever you delivered and shared for our current students.

May You Be Always Blessed,

Thank you all.

Dr. Abhijit Das,
Faculty-in-Charge,

Alumni Affairs,
RCCIIT
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I would like to thank you all from depth of my heart for attending the

Alumni meet. Hope your enthusiasm and energy motivate all of our

present students to strive constantly to enhance skills. It was really a

rewarding experience to welcome you back and apprize the good

times we have shared together in your student years and later

as Alumni. I wish to appreciate you for the constant and unstinting

support. The Department as well as Institute is what it is because of

you, continue to contribute to the Institute’s growth in whatever way

you can and stay in touch.

Best Wishes,

.

Dr. Abhishek Basu
Faculty-in-Charge, 
Academic Affairs,                   

RCCIIT
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"Human knowledge is never contained in one person. It grows from the

relationships we create between each other and the world, and still, it is never

complete."- By Paul Kalanithi.

I am overwhelmed to learn about the publication of "SAMPARK" which I

am sure will play a pivotal role in re connecting students, pals, mentors and

many others who have helped us shape and build our lives. It will surely live

up to be a great platform for sharing experiences, knowledge and memories

that will enrich and enlighten all of us. I wish that in such difficult times

SAMPARK will strengthen the bond of unity and integrity amongst all. An

Institute is recognized by its Alumni, their footsteps. I hope ‘SAMPARK’ will

be a constant source of new and enterprising ideas from the alumni which will

be a point of inspiration for the current students. Further I hope the Magazine

will create a bridge between the Alumni and present students.

I still remember the very first day of entering B.E.College in the year 1982

and the entire duration of 4 years is still vivid in my memory just like

yesterday. We cherish every moment of that time. Those memories are kept in

a golden frame of my mind and will surely last throughout my life time.

Whenever I get time, I visit my Institute occasionally and the Department of

Electrical Engineering of IIEST. Yes! Every time I am carried away by the

same wonderful nostalgia!

I understand the same feelings, emotions are there in the mind of each and

every Alumni who pursued their Electrical Engineering Studies here in the

RCCIIT, whose curious, intelligent, respectful or naughty faces are always on

my mind starting from the very First Batch, I hope this Bond will be stronger

day by day and will last forever.

My best wishes for the success of this awesome endeavor...

Prof. Dr. Ashoke Mondal
HoD, ECE,

RCCIIT
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Alumni meets aspire to acknowledge the contribution of ex-students. This brings old friends together, and

helps to go down the memory lane to cherish the experiences of their golden days of college life. Such

meets are the best ways to relish lost moments. It is an extremely sensitive and emotional event that sparks

nostalgia among everyone. Alumni are the important stakeholder of the department. They have significant

role in building the status and in development of the department. In this context Department of Electrical

Engineering, RCCIIT has organized alumni meet “Sampark”. The event “Sampark” is the first attempt of

the department to strengthen the bonding between alumni and the department and to build a potential

alumni network of the department. This event is planned to create link with the passed out students for the

development of career and opportunities among the present students.
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OPENING SESSION (11:00 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.):

The Program was inaugurated by:

❖ Prof. (Dr.) Anirban Mukherjee (Principal

(O), RCCIIT)

❖ Dr. Abhishek Basu (Associate Professor and

FIC Academics, RCCIIT)

❖ Dr. Abhijit Das (Associate Professor and FIC

Alumni, RCCIIT)

❖ Dr. Debasish Mondal (Associate Professor

and HOD, EE dept, RCCIIT)

❖ Prof. (Dr.) Ashoke Mondal (Professor and

HOD, ECE dept, RCCIIT)

The inauguration of the event was started

with welcome address by the convener of the

program, Mr. Sarbojit Mukherjee, Asst. Prof

EE. He also introduced student volunteers to

conduct this program. All invited dignitaries

were then requested for their short inaugural

speeches.

Principal (O), RCCIIT, Prof. (Dr.) Anirban

Mukherjee talked about the importance of

alumni and the alumni meet event. He

mentioned that alumni are the valuable

stakeholder of the department, their

contribution is essential for growth of the

department and the institute. He did put his

views on how alumni can contribute to the

institute like in the area of training &

placement, development of industry sponsored

lab, setting up MOU with industry and towards

other benefits for the students. He also

requested alumni to share their real-world

experiences in their path of journey to present

day position with the current students. He

expressed excitement to see huge participation

and response of the alumni members in this

program and inspired students, conveners,

HOD, EE and other faculty members for

organization of this event.

After the speech of Principal (O), other

dignitaries delivered their short inaugural

speech. FIC Academic, Dr. Abhishek Basu

expressed the necessity of alumni meet and also

requested alumni for their support and guidance

for advancement of the department and the

institute.

RCCIIT EE ALUMNI MAGAZINE | 2021
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He mentioned that alumni are the flag bearer of the

institute to the outside world and they can

participate to reshape the institute towards

betterment.

FIC Alumni, Dr. Abhijit Das agreed with the
views of the previous speakers regarding the
necessity of alumni meet as they are the
backbone of the institute. He mentioned that
institute has already planned to create an
official forum with the alumni to develop a
central Alumni network through this type of
departmental event.

HOD EE, Dr. Debasish Mondal has given

thanks to all the students and the invited alumni

and faculty members and management of the

institute for rendering active support towards

organization of this event. He mentioned that

“SAMPARK-2021” is an excellent effort of the

department to establish everlasting relation with

the alumni. He also opined that these alumni can

help to elevate the industry collaborations,

training & internship and various other

operations of the department. He stated that at

present the
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department is facing some sort of problem

regarding placement and admission and requested

alumni for suggestions and their views in this

matter.

HOD ECE, Prof. (Dr.) Ashoke Mondal

appreciated the members of organizing

committee for fine arrangement of this program.

He mentioned that it was the long awaiting

event of the department. He gave hearty thanks

to the organizers for ultimately bringing this

event into reality. He also mentioned that the

institute can be recognized by the alumni as they

are the prime footstep of the institute and

requested all alumni to help and guide the

present students.

After the end of inaugural speech, student

volunteers requested Dr. Abhijit Das for an

inaugural song. His pleasant melody created a

superb environment in the program.

KEYNOTE LECTURE SESSION (11:30 A.M. -

12:50 P.M.):

After the end of inauguration session keynote

lecture session started. Organizing members then

invited guest alumni speakers to start their speech.

Student volunteers introduced each alumni speaker

and read their credentials and short biography.

❖ Guest Speaker(11:30 A.M to 11:50 A.M):

1) Mr. Tanmoy Majumder (Year 2010-2014)

(UI/UX Developer, Konica Minolta Inc.

Hachioji, Tokyo, Japan)

This speaker covered all his success stories by slide

presentation. He mainly focused on “Laws of

Attraction” and “Visualization Techniques” which

he had applied in his life to get success in different

stages. His lecture was very impressive and fully

enriched with real life experience and motivational

elements. He stressed upon the essentiality and

requirement of alumni meet. He described all steps

in his success story which really gave extra oxygen

for the career development of the present students.

He also shared some important memories during his

college life in RCCIIT.

Email: tanmoy1majumder@gmail.com

❖ Guest Speaker(11:50 A.M to 12:10 P.M):

2) Mr. Kanak Sarkar (Year 2009-2013)

(Chairman & CEO, Sys Centric Technologies

Pvt. Ltd. India)

This speaker explained a research study on the

utilization, management and control of total wealth

among different class of peoples like employee &

small business owner vs. investor & big business

owner and their basic needs and thought process. He

also highlighted what qualities are needed to

become an entrepreneur and described his journey

from a EE student to an entrepreneur. He gave

guidance to present students regarding job

opportunities and internship.
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HOD, EE expressed interest for establishment of a

MOU between his company and the department.

Contact: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kanak-sarkar-

893620a7

❖ Guest Speaker(12:10 A.M to 12:30 P.M):

3) Mr. Priyam Banerjee (Year 2011-2015)

(Software Engineer, John Deere. Chicago,

Illinois. U.S)

He explained detailed plan, preparation and

application procedures for higher studies and

research in USA. He described in detail various

prospects and credit courses available for the study

of Master of Science and Integrated Ph. D/Ph. D in

USA, which were really very effective and

important information for the current students. He

has given basic introduction on his present work

area, “Cloud DevOps” and “Telemetry” and on his

role as a Cloud DevOps Engineer. He advised

students for major utilization of social media

platform like “LinkedIn”, “Monstar.com”,

“Naukri.com” etc. for job applications. He also

shared few important memories in his college life

and also during studying in USA.

Contact: https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyam-b-

814508152/

4) Mr. Nilanjan Banerjee (Year 2011-2015)

(Auditor, Defense Accountants Department)

This speaker described tricks about how to crack

any competitive examinations like PSU, GATE,

IES, and UPSC etc. He addressed the subjective and

objective applications of engineering knowledge.

He advised students first to determine and fix a

target, because one can’t crack all these examination

simultaneously. He emphasized that everyone

should have proper clarity of thought about his/her

aim and goal which is the key for one’s

achievement. He mentioned that whatever may be

the area and field of one’s job, technical knowledge

is essential. He also opined that engineers should

think innovatively based on the requirements of the

society.

Email: nilanjanbanerjee.s@gmail.com

❖ Closing Ceremony (12:50 PM – 01.00 PM):

At the end, convener of the program, Mr. Sarbojit

Mukherjee, delivered the vote of thanks to all the

student participants, guest speakers, all our alumni

members, faculty and staff members and

RCCIIT EE ALUMNI MAGAZINE | 2021
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REMINISCING THE PAST: A SERIES

THE

UNTOLD STORY!
Budhaditya Biswas
Assistant Professor | |  EE Department
RCCIIT
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Chapter I (The Beginning)

তখন আমার বছর দুয়েক হয়েয়ছ এই কয়েজ এ join

করার. Department থেয়ক initiative থনো হয়ো থে

একটা Industrial tour করা হয়ব. Ashoke Mondal Sir

এর থেনা জানা োকয়ত থেষ এ ঠিক হে থে Vizag Steel

Plant এ visit হয়ব. Student থদর ময়যে শুরু হয়ো অসীম

উদ্দীপনা. এই উদ্দীপনা তা েদদ একটু study থত

োকয়তা তাহয়ে আমায়দর কয়েজ আজ জায়ত উয়ি

থেত (don’t forget that we also have IIT inside our

name). তা োক student এবং teacher থদর থেৌে

উয়দোয়ে সব বেবস্থপনা করা হয়ো. আদম, সব বজজৎ এবং

দনজাম সোর এর ঘাড় এ গুরুদাদেত্ব অপ বণ করা হয়ো

টুর ঠট সুষ্ঠ ভায়ব সম্পন্ন করার জয়নে. অবয়েয়ষ এে

থসই বহু কাজিত দদন ঠট. আমায়দর train দছে হাওড়ড়া

োদেমার থেেন থেয়ক দুপুর থবো. Teacher থদর জয়নে

AC থকাে র student থদর জয়নে general থকাে. অয়নক

guardian এয়সদছয়েন তায়দর সন্তান থদর see off করয়ত.

থকউ থকউ কনোদােগ্রস্থ দপতার ময়তা হাত যয়র

অনুয়রায করয়েন তায়দর সন্তান থদর থদয়খ শুয়ন রাখার

জয়নে. সবাই থকঅভে দদয়েআমরা থেন এ উিোম.

থেন এর ময়যে তখন ওড় AC োদেয়েদছে দকনা ময়ন

থনই but দনজাম সোর উয়িই মদম র মতন দনয়জয়ক

মুয়ড় দনয়েন সাদা োদর এ. জজয়েস করয়ত উদন

বেয়েন থে দভতর এ নাদক প্রেন্ড িান্ডা. দনয়জর sense

organs এর ওড়পর আমার একটু সয়েহ হয়ো থে আদমই

থবায হে িান্ডা তা ঠিক feel করয়ত পারদছ না. োক েো

সমে এ থেন ছাড়য়ো. থসৌভােে বসত থোটা

কম্পাটবয়মন্ট তাই দছে ফা াঁকা ফা াঁকা. দকছুক্ষণ বায়দই

হাজজর হয়ো দনেু (Nilanjan ) থদর তাস থখোর দে.

শুরু হয়ো তুমুে তাস এর েড়াই. দনজাম সোর এবং

সব বজজৎ উভে ই তাস থখোে পারদেী, student

রাওড় কম োই না. েড়াই জয়ম উিয়ো, এখায়ন

একঠট কো দবয়েষ ভায়ব উয়েখে থে আমায়দর

Bhanja (Somnath) এই tour টাই বরকত্তা র

দাদেত্ব পােন কয়রয়ছ. ওড় মায়ে মায়েই এয়স

আমায়দর জজয়েস করয়তা থে "Sir সব ঠিক

আয়ছ থতা?" "খাওড়োদাওড়ো কয়রয়ছন থতা?"

"থকমন োেয়ছ Sir?" "থকায়না অসুদবযা হয়ে

বেয়বন দকন্তু" ইতোদদ ইতোদদ .
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মায়ে একবার ঠটদকট থেকার এয়েন. এয়তা

জন non-AC র পোয়সয়ের থদয়খ উদন একটু

দবরক্তই হয়েন. বেয়েন থে তাড়াতাদড় দফয়র োওড়

দনজ দনজ দসট এ, but আমায়দর তায়সর েড়াই

েেয়তই োকয়ো. অয়নক পয়র থেকার বাবু

একবার দফয়র এয়সদছয়েন এবং থসই একই

অবস্থা থদয়খ উদন হুমদক -র সুয়র বেয়েন থে এর

পয়র দফয়র না থেয়ে ফাইন কয়র থদয়বন. দকন্তু

তায়ত থকউ কণ বপাত করয়ো বয়ে ময়ন হয়ো না.

এই ভায়বই আমায়দর journey থেষ হয়ো Vizag

থেেন এ রাত ৩ থটর সমে.
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Chapter II (The Hotel)

থেেন থেয়ক থহায়টয়ে থেয়ত আমায়দর থকান

অসুদবযা হেদন. থহায়টে টায়ক আমরা একটু

কনভাটব কয়র দনয়েদছোম. দনজাম সোর এর

ঘরটা হয়ে থেে তাস থখোর ঘর, আমার আর

সব বজজৎ এর ঘরটা হয়ে থেে থখো দনয়ে েত

রায়জের তকবদবতয়কবর ঘর, আর দতনতোটা থসটা

student রা দনয়েদছে, ultimately ওড়টা একটা

দিয়কাবার এ কনভাটব হয়ে োে. আমায়দর

প্রদতভাবান ছাত্র তা নাদক D J light ওড় থজাোড়

কয়র থফয়েদছয়ো ওড়খায়ন. এখায়ন একঠট স্মরণীে

ঘটনা, একদদন সন্ধ্ো থেয়ক দনজাম sir এর

room এ প্রেন্ড তাস এর েড়াই েেয়ছ. আমায়দর

নীোেন একটা ভুে োে থদওড়োয়ত দনজাম সোর

পারয়ে তায়ক fail কদরয়ে থদে আর দক, হিাৎ

থখোে হয়ো AC েেয়ছ দকন্তু এয়তা েরম োেয়ছ

থকন? এয়তা মো কামড়ায়ে থকন? দকছুক্ষন

বায়দ আদবষ্কার হয়ো দনজাম সোর এর জানো

টা পুয়রা থখাো. পায়েই থখাো drain থেয়ক মো

আসয়ছ. দনজাম সোর দনদে বপ্ত ভায়ব বেয়ো থে

fresh air আসয়ব বয়ে উদন জানো টা খুয়ে AC

োদেয়েদছয়েন.পয়র শুয়নদছোমআমরা েয়ে

আসার পয়র ওড়ই থহায়টে মাদেক একজন

ভাংদড়ওড়োো র কায়ছ পুয়রায়না দকছু কা াঁে এর

থবাতে দবজি কয়র ভায়ো ময়তা োভ কয়রয়ছ.

Chapter III (Inside VSP)

নম বাে Industry visit এ ো ো হে থসগুয়ো থতা

আমরা কয়রইদছোম দকন্তু এর বাইয়র Visag

Steel Plant এর ময়যে আর দক দক হয়েদছে থসই

গুয়ো একটু থোনা োক. এই থেমন Masanta

থদর gang, ইন্ডাদি র ময়যে হিাৎ হিাৎ তারা

অদৃেে হয়ে োয়ে. সব বজজৎ Sir থতা খুব থরয়ে

থেয়েন একবার. থকন তারা sincere না? সবাই

কত দকছু দেখয়ছ এখায়ন দকন্তু তারা থকন

থোয়খর আড়ায়ে েয়ে োয়ে মায়ে মায়ে?

অনুসন্ধ্ান কয়র জানা থেয়ো থে তায়দর নাদক

মায়ে মায়েই বােরুম োবার দরকার হয়ে পড়য়ছ

এবং তারা বােরুম থেয়ক থবয়রায়ে security র

থোক জন fire extinguisher দনয়ে থদৌয়ড়ায়ে

থযাো র উৎস খুাঁজয়ত. এখায়ন আমায়দর সুতপা

র কো ভায়ো ভায়ব ময়ন পড়য়ছ. ওড়র ৮ টা

luggage এর ময়যে একটা দছে শুযু সাজয়োজ

করবার সরোম. industry র ময়যে প্রেুর থরাদ

হয়ব বয়ে ওড় নাদক দরসােব কয়র অয়নক রকম

protection দনয়েদছে োয়ত sun tan না পয়র

থেহারাে. তয়ব খুবই দেক্ষণীে ভ্রমণ হয়েদছে

থসই বার. প্রয়তেক এ প্রেুর োন অজবন কয়র

সয়ন্ধ্ থবোআবার থহায়টে এ থফরা হয়ো.
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Chapter IV (Sightseeing)

এই দেক্ষণীে ভ্রময়ণর মায়েই আমরা

একবার araku valley এবং Boora Caves থদখয়ত

দেয়েদছোম খুব ই অল্প সমে এর জয়নে. আসয়ে এই

tight schedule এর ময়যে সামানে time থবর কয়র

আয়স পায়ে একটু ঘুয়র থদখা আর দক. থসখায়ন দক

দক ঘটয়ো এবার থোনা োক. দনজাম সোর থবারা

caves এ ঢুকয়েন ই না মাোে cave থভয়ে পড়ার ভে

এ. আরাকু valley থত একটা পাকব এ দি থত তীর

োোয়নার সুয়োে হয়েদছে. দনজাম সোর এর

তীরোজজ থদয়খ আমরা থতা অবাক. অজুবন থতা

থকান ছার্, দনজাম সোর এর হাত এ তীর যনুক দদয়ে

উড়ন্ত মাদছর ো এ থেয়ে োকা কয়রানা ভাইরাস

থকওড় উদন তীর োদেয়ে দনমম বে করয়ত পায়রন.

Boating এ আমার partner হয়েদছয়েন সোর র

Priyam এবং Masanta ইো কয়র আমায়দর থবাট

টায়ক যাক্কা োদেয়ে থিাবায়নার থেষ্টা করদছয়ো.

Padmapuram Gardens এর সাময়ন আমায়দর সবার

নাে খুব ই স্মরণীে. থসখায়ন আমায়দর Sayni র িান্স

থদখয়ত পায়ের গ্রাম থেয়কওড় নাদক থোক জন সব

ছুয়ট আসদছয়ো. এর ময়যেওড় আমায়দর দকছু স্বাস্থ

সয়তেন থছয়ে দছে োরা েো শুদকয়ে োবার ভে এ

always বোক পয়কট এ দকছু দেকুইি থরয়খ দদয়তা

থবাতে শুদ্ধ. সব বজজৎ সোর এর এয়ত ভীষণ আপদত্ত

দছে দকন্তু কত সয়েতন ভাবনু থতা তারা. 2021 এ এই

pandemic situation এ েখন িাক্তার রা বেয়ছ েো

মায়ে মায়েই দভয়জয়ে থনয়বন জে থখয়ে থসখায়ন

2013 থতওড় থসই সব ছাত্র রা বোপার টা উপেদি

কয়রদছে. এয়কই থবাযহে বয়ে দমরদদে বতা. আর দকছু

স্মরণীে ঘটনার ময়যে ১০ টাকাে দেয়কন কাবাব বয়ে

কাক এর মাংস খাবার ঘটনাওড় উয়েখয়োেে.
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Chapter V (The Rock & The Beach)

একদদন দবকাে এ industry visit এর পয়র ঠিক হয়ো

আমরা ককোেদেদর োয়বা. সবাই কহ কহ কয়র থরদি

হয়ে থেয়ো োবার জয়নে. ওড়খায়ন থপৌৌঁয়ছ সবাই থেন

বাচ্চা হয়ে থেয়ো. ময়ন আয়ছ শুযু েুয়কােুদর র

থছাোছুদে বায়দ ময়ন হে সব থখোে আমরা থখয়েদছ

ওড়খায়ন. ওড়পর থেয়ক থোটা Vizag েহর টায়ক থদখা,

টে থেন এ েড়া, বাচ্চা থদড় rides গুয়ো থত ওড়িা,

photo session সব ই হয়েদছে. এখায়ন সব থেয়ক

স্মদৃতমুখর ঘটনা হয়ো দনজাম সোর এর সাময়নই

দনজাম সোর এর দমদমজি কয়রদছে থোভন. তয়ব

ইন্ডাদি দভদসট এর োপ এর জয়নে Souvik এবং

Masanta থদর ে্রুপ এর দকছু থছয়ের থোখ দকন্তু

always োে োকয়তা.

থেদদন আমরা দফয়র আসয়বা থসদদন আমায়দর

থেন দছে দবকাে থবো থত. সকাে তা আমরা সবাই

দি দছোম. আয়ের দদন রায়তর দীঘ বউৎসব এর পয়র

সবাই োইদছয়ো একটু ঋদষয়কান্ডা দবে এ সমুদ্র স্নান

করয়ত োয়বা. েোরীদত দেয়েওড় থপৌছাোম ওড়খায়ন.

থবাতে েোং েোরীদত তায়দর থহেে এর কো থভয়ব

পয়কট এ পানীে র থবাতে দনয়ে দেয়েদছয়ো. তারপর

শুরু হয়ো স্নান. সমুদ্র ওড় থসদদন একটু ভে থপয়ে

দেয়েদছয়ো এটা থভয়ব থে এরা করা এয়সয়ছ?

আমায়দর থছয়ে থদর ভদ্র ভায়ব স্নান করা থদয়খআয়স

পায়ের থোক জন ওড় একটু সাইি এ সয়র দেয়েদছয়ো

থসদদন. সব বজজৎ সোর থতা beach volley থত একটা

টুন বায়মন্ট শুরু কয়র দদয়ো. এদদয়ক দনজাম সোর ঘাড়

এ সব দাদেত্ব দদয়ে (দাদেত্ব মায়ন ওড়ই কোয়মরা, জামা

কাপড়, valuables, etc etc) আদম ওড় থনয়ব পড়োম.

অয়নক্ষন পয়র থখোে হয়ো থে আমায়দর থতা

দফরয়ত হয়ব থহায়টে এ, োওড়ো আয়ছআজ.

দকন্তু সব বজজৎ সোর এর tournament তখন মাে

পয়ে. বহু request কয়র পয়রওড় থকউ জে থেয়ক

উিয়ো না. অেতো থকায়না উপাে না থদয়খ আদম

দবে এর announcement tower এ থেোম. পদরষ্কার

ইংদেে এ তায়দর বেোম থে May I make an

announcement to our student? উত্তয়র তারা

আমায়ক তাদমে না থতয়েগু থত দুয়ব বাদ্ধ ভায়ব

দকছু একটা বেয়ো. মুেদকে এ পড়োম. না

আদম তায়দর ভাষা বুজে না তারা আমার ভাষা

বুেয়ত োই. োে এ র থকায়না উপাে না থদয়খ

অদভনে কয়র তায়দর থবাোোম থে আদম একটা

announcement করয়বা just. At last, তায়দর

permission থপোম. সবাই থক তায়দর মাতৃভাষাে

সুের কয়র বেোম থে এবার েয়ে এস, অয়নক

স্নান হয়েয়ছ. মাতৃভাষার এটাই মদহমা থে সবাই

একবায়রই বুয়ে থেয়ো এবং তারা উয়িওড় এে জে

থেয়ক. তারপর আমরা সবাই আবার থহায়টে এ
দফরোম.
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Chapter VI (The Return Journey)

থেন এ উয়ি সব বজজৎ সোর সবাই ঠিক িাক বয়সয়ছ

দকনা থদখয়ত থেয়ো. Unfortunately, দনজাম সোর এর

sit টা অনে জােোে পয়ড়দছে. সবাই থক বদসয়ে

দদয়ে সব বজজৎ সোর দনজাম সোর এর থখা াঁজ এ থেয়ো.

দেয়ে থদয়খ দনজাম সোর তার luggage হাত এ দনয়ে

দা াঁদড়য়ে আয়ছ এবং অনে একটা থোক দনজাম সোর

এর berth এ আরাম থস ঘুমায়ে. কারণ জজয়েস

করয়ত দনজাম সোর বেয়েন থে োক ঘুমায়ে থোক

টা আরাম কয়র, িাকার র দরকার থনই. দনজাম সোর

এর আপদত্ত োকা সয়েওড় সব বজজৎ সোর থোক টায়ক

তুয়ে দদয়ে দনজাম সোর থক বদসয়ে দদয়ে এয়ো.

একটু অবাক হয়েদছোম এটা থদয়খ থে Souvik

Masanta েোং এর অয়নক এর পয়কট এ perfume এর

দেদে থদয়খ. আসয়ে আমরা ঘর এ দুে বন্ধ্ থবয়রায়ে

থেমন যুপ যুয়না দদ থতমন ই বোপার আরদক. থেন

জাদন ব টাওড় ভায়োই ভায়োই দমটয়ো এবং আমরা

সবাই দনয়জর দনয়জর বাদড় দফয়র এোম.

এখায়ন খুবই কয়ষ্টর সায়ে উয়েখ করয়ত হয়ে থে

থসই অসাযারণ দমদমজি boy থোভন আজ আর

আমায়দর মায়ে থনই, ভেবায়নর কায়ছ তার আত্মার

োদন্ত কামনা কদর.

োয়দর সায়ে আমরা এই tour তাই দেয়েদছোম

তারা আজ সবাই প্রাক্তন. জীবন এ অয়নক বড়

বড় জােোে তারা আজ প্রদতঠষ্ঠত. সবার কায়ছই

তায়দর কয়েজ োইফ তা খুব ই দপ্রে দছে. এই

golden time আর কখয়না দফয়র আসয়ব না তায়দর

কায়ছ. আমরা সবাই দনয়জর দনয়জর কুে / কয়েজ

এর জীবন টায়ক খুবই miss কদর. ভাদব েদদ

কখয়না দফয়র োওড়ো থেত ওড়ই োইফ টাই. দকন্তু

ওড়ই োইফ তা আমায়দর স্মদৃত থতই রয়ে োই

সারাজীবন. আর কখয়না দফয়র আয়স না. তাই

োরা এখয়না student আয়ছা তায়দর জয়নে বেদছ

এই time টায়ক েত পায়রা এনজে কয়রা

পড়ায়োনা কয়র পাোপাদে. জীবন এ টাকা পেসা,

সুখ সমৃজদ্ধ সব একদদন আসয়ব দকন্তু এই student

life আর একখয়না দফয়র আসয়ব না. So, learn

with fun always.
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Souradip Goswami
B. Tech. (EE) | |  Class of 2017

Currently Programmer Analyst @ Cognizant.

Things end but MEMORIES last FOREVER!

14 REMINISCING THE PAST: A SERIES
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In the penultimate stage of teenage an aspirant

steps in an Engineering college with a dream to

become a successful engineer in future endeavors.

Driven by the mixed bag of emotions including

enthusiasm of touching sky limit and fear of

adapting to a new environment, we all started our

college days. And as the days passed by, we found

the best diamonds of our lives; friends.

RCCIIT, EE Batch 2013-2017 is no different. I

still remember we started our initial days together

as a unit and gradually went through various

phases of 1st year like wearing formals, freshers,

annual fest etc. Together in 4 years we had

completed 8 semesters, 44 Theoretical subjects,

around 20 Pratical and N number of assignments

and internals. That is only one side of the coin but

the other side is fun-frolic, memories,

reminiscences and nostalgia.

Memories of our batch

Very first I want to highlight about our 4 days

industrial visit in Vizag steel Plant in

September, 2016 in the 7th Semester. Around

60 of us enjoyed every bit of this trip; starting

from the midnight nuisance in the hotel (later

it was exposed that girls’ gang was

mastermind of this incident) to next day plant

visit everything was mesmerizing. Another

important aspect was train journey, omg!!! that

was lifetime fun (like playing UNO whole day

or pouring cold water at midnight or creating

horror scenarios in the berth etc. and many

more). Also, we had visited Rishikonda

Beach, Ramkrishna Beach, Araku valley

and Navy private beach near to dolphin’s

point. A special thanks to Debasish sir,

Subhasis sir and Rupak sir for organizing

this tour successfully.
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Then I would like to convey another

notorious incident in final year; one of our

friends had added our respected HOD sir of

EE department of that time in an encrypted

Whatsapp group of 9 members. Later we

came to know that another friend who was

admin of that group made the group’s name in

the honor of HOD sir and few other sent some

inappropriate messages and emojis in the

group before sir left the group (or we had

removed him, can’t recall exactly). Next day

sir hollered all of us (who were involved),

scolded and made guardian call. Later

everything was resolved in a happy note.

Playing Cricket inside and outside the

college premises. We had one tiny ground

inside the new building where we used to

spend a lot of quality time. A special thanks

to Sarbojit sir for always encouraging us to

play Cricket outside the study curriculum

and he used to participate with us whenever

possible.

Finally, the classrooms, benches,

blackboards, chalks, dusters, canteen, old

building, cross the mini-pond in old

building, special drawings on the outer part

of the door of HOD room (for that door

needs to be repainted just before our

leaving the college), washroom (most

important place to pass our semester exams

with safekeeping of our organizers) are

involved with lots of sweet and sour

memories.

Memories in Labs were uncountable and

unforgettable we had Machine lab with NM

sir and SBB sir, Power lab we got BB sir and

NM sir, Power Electronics we had SM sir and

SB madam, Control lab we got DM sir and AK

sir (giving us the virtual tour of Airbus in

theoretical class while explaining closed loop

control system was amazing).

In Physics Lab we had a funny incident

involving Gobardanga High school and

Kanchan sir.

Another memorable incident was when we

ran away via the backdoor of our college

jumping over the long wall when seniors

called for a day long strike in campus in

initial days of our college.

Gratitude to Faculties and staffs:

I would like to embrace this opportunity to

show my heartfelt gratitude to our faculties

and support staffs who worked day in, day

out tirelessly not only to see us successful

but also to build us as a good human being.

Special thanks to Ashoke sir, Debasish

sir, Alok sir, Shilpi madam, Nijam sir,

Budhaditya sir, Sarbojit sir, Subhasis sir,

Dipankar sir, Pradip sir, Nitai sir, Jhuma

madam, Abir sir, Ashim sir, Rupak sir,

Tanajit sir and everyone else. (Please

pardon me if I have missed anyone). Please

support us throughout our life in this similar

fashion.

A small message to Juniors:

No matter how much you think you hate

COLLEGE…!!! You will always miss it

when you leave; so, enjoy every bit of it.

Finally, I would like to say there was lots of

ups and downs, good and bad memories

throughout those four years, but down the

line we all wish to get back those golden

days. So, thanks a lot RCCIIT, Electrical

Department for giving us such lovely

days of our lives, thanks for everything.

Best Regards,

Souradip Goswami (2013-2017 EE Batch)

Email: goswami.souradip.95@gmail.com

Contact: +91 (8902266651)

Please feel free to reach out for anything or

to know more about any above-mentioned

incidents.
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REMINISCING THE PAST: A SERIES

4*8 ENGINEERING BOARD!
Pritam Mondal
B. Tech. (EE) | |  Class of 2018

Currently Student @ Jadavpur University.

PAWNS:

With excitement in our hearts and fear in our

minds the journey started for the batch of 14-18 of

Electrical Engineering. So many new faces and

new territories to conquer, I never thought I would

start to keep records. With small faces we started

facing the teachers but those faces shrunk even

more with the thought of facing the seniors, but

just like the KING in a chess-board they kept these

fresher “PAWNS” in check and showed us the path

of making everlasting memories.

ROOKS:

With the year around when accustomed with the

curriculum and a little more knowledge of how to

survive with the HAMMER called Engineering,

we started to make our memories. From bunking

classes to getting caught, each and every teacher of

the department made sure that we keep making

these memories which will go down as the best

days of our life. One of the most notable

professors Dr. Pradip kr. De retired when we

were in our 2nd year, and we suddenly realised

every good thing must and will come to an end.

One name which will always be in our minds is

Dr. Ashoke Mondal with his vast experience and

depths of knowledge it was our pleasure that we

were lucky enough to get classes from him.

The scenes changed after a year the PAWNS, 2 

years back who only followed orders were 

breaking rules and moving all over the board 

like a ROOK now just to get what they wanted: 

and by that, I mean the INDUSTRIAL VISIT 

which has been a standout event for the students 

of this department for almost 5 years now and 

none of us were going to back off if the venue 

shifted from Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited to 

somewhere else. To be honest the tours were a
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lot more fun than it was educational so, none of

us wanted to miss even just a slice of that cake.

When the immovable spirits of all the students

come together, things are bound to happen. In

this context I would like to thank all our

Professors especially Dr. Shilpi Bhattacharya, Dr.

Alok Kole for helping for creating these

memories.

Professor, sports enthusiast, strict yet the one

who would encourage you to study as well as

play, it was indeed time for our dept. to challenge

for trophies rather than just watching it from afar.

With that in mind came Krirathon 2017, and

undoubtedly each of my friends played their

hearts out and got into the finals, but after the

final whistle, when every member of the team

along with those who were there to support us

felt dejected and were in puddle of tears, it was

this man’s hand: Sarbojit Mukherjee sir, who has

seen his students fail miserably in the finals that

came to lift us up. Well, we win some & we lose

some, most importantly we did enjoy ourselves.
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KINGS:

The much-awaited final year came just as it

would, those bright and shiny faces got smaller,

approaching the placements was not at all an

easy task it was time people decide what they

want to do after graduation. A 22-year-old with

barely knowledge of the outside world did what

was expected of them got up, wore formals and

went for the interviews. There would be sadness

if he failed, a smile of joy if he got passed. We

were indeed like the KING limited by our

options but to move in one direction at a time.

This emotional turmoil according to me is what

shaped each and every of my friends from our

batch. After almost 3 years when I am writing

this most of the people who got rejected and

never got their offer letters in the final year are

enjoying life just as any other normal person.

Getting rejected was not the end it was the

beginning of a new journey.

On a gloomy afternoon, when college days

were over, the juniors of our department made

sure we get to enjoy this for one last time. All

my friends had put up a brave front not to

show that we were desperately trying to cling

on to these last few moments but to enjoy

them. We were a bunch of seniors with happy

faces but sad souls.

We were in a situation where it was our turn to

move but had no legal moves left. So we

decided to call it a draw.

No period of my life has been one of 

such unmixed happiness as the four 

years which have been spent within 

college walls. 

P.S. I have not mentioned any of our

batchmates name but every memory we have

made are there and will be there FOREVER.
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I feel proud for being a student of RCCIIT,

Beliaghata. The Dept. of EE has taught me the

essence of Engineering. As an M. Tech. student of

IIEST, Shibpur I want to say that the period of 2013 -

2017 was the Golden Age of my life. I have achieved

a great experience starting from classroom programs

to college fest. Uncountable memories are there, of

which some incidents are the most memorable.

• The industrial visit to the Vizag Steel Plant

organized by Prof. Dr. Alok Kole and the

management of the tour by Dr. Debasish Mondal

and Mr. Subhasis Banerjee provided lots of

knowledge, memories, fun which is unforgettable.

• For vocational training at Eastern Railway

Workshop, Kanchrapara Souradip and I were

exhausted from ensuring permission to visit

there. At first, we were not allowed to visit there

but later, Prof. Dr. Ashoke Mondal and Mr.

Nijam Uddin Molla helped us to get a permit

from the college authority to go there.

• Digital classroom programs, as well as

laboratory classes, are the most memorable ones

especially the classes of Mr. Nijam Uddin

Molla, Dr. Debasish Mondal, Mr. Subhasis

Banerjee, and machine laboratory classes

assisted by Mr. Ashim Biswas helped us to

achieve experience in handling the machinery.

Tuhin Kumar Barui
B. Tech. (EE) | |  Class of 2017

Currently Student @ IIEST, Shibpur.

FOUR YEARS, A LIFE!
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19• My three classmates - Souradip Goswami, Rajesh

Sardar, Suman Kotal and I were a patent four-

membered group starting from the very first day

to the last day of the college period. We have a lot

of memories in labs, classes, industrial visits,

canteens, playgrounds, etc. which is uncountable.

In one day, all four were excluded from the

ongoing lab class as Souradip Goswami had cut a

mouse wire and the incident was caught on by our

teacher.

All these incidents will never be repeated further in

my life and they have become precious memories. I

am very grateful to my college authority for

providing me a ground for flourishing myself.

For the juniors, I want to say that just flow with time

and gather any type of knowledge from every corner.

Lastly, I want to advise my Dept. to focus on more

practical classes which is very essential for higher

studies.

Best regards,

Tuhin Kumar Barui

2013 – 2017 Batch

Email: tuhinkumar93@gmail.com
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Being a part of RCCIIT, one enjoys great opportunities of show casing his/her

talents and indulging in activities that he/she is passionate about. The presence of

variety of events and competitions throughout the year such as Music, Quiz,

Dance, Drama & Literary vouch for recreational development of a student.

RCCIIT participates in competitions ranging from college to national level where

its students portray the skills that they possess on a competitive platform. Regalia

is the biggest Annual event of our institute which is attended by students from

various other institutes and it show cases performance by student and eminent

personalities of the music industry.

Apart from these the placement cell and alumni committee is currently

undertaking measures to help enhance the student’s interactive skills on

professional level and help in personality development. Also there has been

discussion for providing opportunities to the present students to connect with the

industry directly under the guidance of faculty members and get to discover the

real Corporate World.
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Technology, like art, is a soaring exercise of human imagination. RCCIIT has

always been encouraging towards technical activities which is evident from its

achievements at various events and competitions. RCCIIT hosts the annual

technical event Techtrix for students, participating from many different colleges

and universities. The EE department has been organizing events, trainings and

workshops on AI, Machine Learning & Deep Learning, IOT, Modern Industrial

Automation & Control, Big Data among many other topics. EE department also

boasts of having IEEE and IEI student chapters headed by members from the

student body and faculty members. These provide students with the necessary

platform for realizing their ideas which will continue to flourish in the days to

come.
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Just like Cultural, RCCIIT has not been lagging behind in the field of sports as

well. We have always had an exhilarating sports culture of RCCIIT which is still

blooming. RCCIIT boasts of intensive participation in intra and inter college

competitions as well as in the regional & national level tournaments. A plethora of

sports, both indoor & outdoor are supported within the institute ranging from

individual sports like Athletics to team sports like Football & Cricket. Laurels are

brought to the institute every now and then in the external competitions.

A wide range of events encompassing both team games and individual sports are

organized annually under the name of “Game of Thrones” and “Krirathon”. Sports

ranging from Football, Badminton, Cricket, Table Tennis, Athletics etc. are

administered and a display of hard work, determination and endurance is

manifested all throughout these tournaments.

We look forward to bringing much more laurels in future and maintain the prestige

that we hold today.
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We feel immense felicity to have worked together as a team to make possible the

f irst pub l icat ion of Departmental Alumni Magazine and our signature event,

Sampark–2021; annual alumni meet of EE RCCIIT.

Since eight of the batches have already graduated from the Institute, we are on

the verge of developing a solid Alumni network whose roots lie within their Alma

Mater. Ou r most laborious and enthral l ing task altogether has been working on

the Alumni Magazine. Every single detai l ranging from minor editing to selection of

pictures, penning down articles, designing of logo; everything carries the sweat of

the Team. We feel lucky to have been able to serve the Institute and also to gather

large volumes of knowledge in the process.

We look forward to taking up a lot many of such init iatives such as beginning of

Alumni Chapters and more successions of Alumni Meet in future.

We would like to thank Mr. Sarbojit Mukherjee & Mr. Nijam Uddin Molla, our support ive

Departmental Alumni Conveners, Dr. Debasish Mondal, our endearing HoD, and Prof. Dr.

Ashoke Mondal, HoD ECE for their unwavering support and guidance throughout the

past few months.

FROM THE TEAM

Dr. Debasish Mondal
HoD, EE

Mr. Sarbojit Mukherjee
Convener, EE Alumni 

Committee

Mr. Nijam Uddin Molla
Convener, EE Alumni 

Committee

Prof. Dr. Ashoke 
Mondal

HoD, ECE

Ankita Banerjee
Edi tor,  A lumni  

Magazine

Atria Ghosh
Edi tor,  A lumni  

Magazine



“Yo u r a l m a mat E r is

l i k E a mo t HE r , Pat i En t l Y   

ac c EPt s a l l Yo u r Ho o t s  

Bu t P r o u d lY Boa s t s You r   

ac Hi Ev EmEn t s t o tH E

Wo r l d , no Wo n d E r ou r

a l m a mat E r is ca l l E d

ou r s Ec o n d Ho mE.”


